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Connecting lives 

Welcome to Connecting Lives!  While our world leaders fight climate change on the world stage, 
such as through the Paris Agreement of 2016, people in Malawi have spent the last two years 
battling the reality in droughts, floods and famine. Despite a better harvest this year, every 
community knows how unstable and weather-dependent their survival is. In this issue we report on 
the courageous men, women and children fighting back against the climate change that is further 
destabilising their already fragile livelihoods and show how Eagles is training communities in Malawi 
and Madagascar to protect themselves from future disasters.    

 Trees fight hunger  

Trees - the unlikely guardians 

85% of people in Malawi survive from the food 
they grow themselves. A flood or a drought 
destroys crops and leaves communities with no 
food. Even a dry-spell threatens them with 
starvation. Trees may seem unlikely guardians; 
yet a forest can make the difference between life 
or death for those menaced by heavy rain.  

After several such disasters, the members of 
Haton village, southern Malawi, took action. 
Eagles provided them with saplings and trained 
them to continue the process on their own. So 

they planted 150 trees and are now gathering 
their own seed and multiplying their efforts.   

Prepared for floods 

The village is better prepared for floods. 
Afforestation not only has a positive impact on 
carbon dioxide levels, but it prevents soil erosion 
during heavy rain so the nutrient-rich topsoil is 
not carried away. This means people can harvest 
the food they need to survive the following year. 
The forest also forms a physical barrier that 
protects crops and houses by slowing down the 
floods and absorbing great quantities of water.   

‘We feel very excited to see our efforts creating something good’ - Chief of Haton village 



 

 

In March, Eagles helped Anglican mission agency USPG to inspire 
and train churches in Madagascar to strengthen their ability to 
respond to disasters. People had been suffering from cyclones, 
floods, droughts, famine and sickness, so USPG invited Eagles to 
share their learning and equip communities to mitigate and 
respond to increasingly unpredictable weather patterns and 
other issues, to protect the vulnerable and save lives.  

19 women learned how to mobilise their churches and villages to take action. They mapped their 
local areas to identify both needs and available resources; then developed action plans. The women 
left the workshop excited and ready to lead their communities to respond effectively to disasters.  
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Withstanding disaster  

Children from Chawanda school fight climate change 
together, holding meetings twice a week to take action.  
“I joined the club because I want all my friends to 
join too, so we can save the environment from 
being destroyed” explains Felix, a club member.  

Despite their youth, these children understand the vital 
importance of protecting the environment to secure 
their future. Completely dependent on the land for their 
food and to raise enough income to pay for school and 
medicine, they are determined to reverse damage already done and change the future. Tsinge says:  

“Most people are destroying the environment; I want to encourage them to stop”.  

Deforestation is a massive problem, increasing the risk of flooding, reducing soil quality (and 
consequently the harvest) and depriving future generations of fuel and building materials.  It also 
contributes to the greenhouse effect that plays a part in the natural disasters that hit their village. 
Their club plants trees, raises awareness amongst other students and lobbies the wider community 
to take action. They have met fierce opposition from some people who do not want change; but they 

determinedly persevere, even replanting when 
opponents uprooted their seedlings.  

“This group has changed the way we live! At  
first, we always cut down trees. Now when 
we cut down one, we plant ten!” Stanley said. 
Children in Nambira primary school also strive to 
change community attitudes by performing 
dramas, encouraging people to prevent bush 
fires, stop cutting down trees and use fuel-
efficient stoves. They are very keen to spread 
their message further in surrounding villages, 
challenging the  destruction of the earth that they 
see happening around them.  

‘We can save the env ironment!’  

Children show off the trees they planted. 

Children perform drama to deter people                            
from cutting down trees 
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Protecting crops from floods  

Trees fight hunger (cont. from p 1 )  

In the midst of a drought, what could make you 
sacrifice precious drinking water for a tree? 

The determination of Haton village united them 
in the midst of fierce challenges. They nearly lost 
their seedlings in the drought, but divided the 
forest so each person was in charge of three 
trees. Everyone used precious drinking water 
from their own house to irrigate the trees, and 
they created by-laws to ensure the trees are 
permanently protected.  

These are the decisions that face communities 
every day: short-term sacrifices to catalyse long-
term transformation of their lives. With Eagles’ 
support, people are courageously fighting to 
build a better future. The village chief said: 

 ‘We feel very excited to see our efforts 
creating something good. When we see it is 
working, we feel happy. We own our own 

forest. Next time you come,                      
this village will not look the same.              

There will be trees all over.’ 

Luke Thom and his afforestation committee from 
Silika village can point directly to the difference 
that their trees have made. In one site where they 
used to grow crops, rain has  completely washed 
the soil away, robbing the ground of nutrients and 
making it impossible to grow food. But where they 
have planted their trees, the land is protected.  

Since Eagles’ training, this village has planted trees 
to ensure their crops will be safe from future 
floods. They are very excited and list all the 
benefits of their new forest: not only does it 
protect the river bank, but ensures  future 
generations will have wood for building, fires and 
for natural medicines.  

‘I am very happy!’ Luke says. ‘We are 
bringing back lost nature! I am determined to 

persevere when I look around and see how 
unstable the planet is, the uneven rainfall, 
the floods last year. I want to reverse that’.  

Luke Thom shows where rain has washed 
away the soil, so it is no use for crops. 

‘Our crops are now protected by trees!’ 

Mr Tcheleni tends his seedlings.   



 

 
Eagles website at http://eaglesmalawi.org/index.html.  For more information or to make a donation, please contact our UK 
registered charity Malawi Support (1115747): 32 Corston Lane, Corston, Bath BA2 9AE; tony_haines@hotmail.com. 

 ‘If you were in my shoes, you would change the way you live.’ 
How will we respond to the challenge of these young people? We each have to make a choice.  

Climate change might not be impacting us much yet, but it is destroying the lives of millions around 
the world. Will we allow their suffering to deepen further, forcing others to pay with their lives for 
our convenience? Or will we take action now?  

A challenge we must answer  

“If you were in my shoes, you 
would change the way you live”– 

Lekeleni  

“You should be taking action for 
those who are suffering for YOUR 

carbon emissions “– William  

Youth campaign for the env ironment  
Having seen crops destroyed and their village 
struggling to survive each year, the young 
people from Patalao village took action. They 
asked Eagles to train them so that they could 
campaign for environmental protection. 

Desperate to make a difference.  
Desperate to make a difference, they do 
much in their local community. But their 
message is most important for those of us on 
the other side of the world - who live in 
industrialised countries and are to blame for 
the terrible suffering that they experience 
because of the volume of our carbon dioxide 
emissions.  

William Gazere says to those of us in the West: 
“You should be lobbying and raising funds 
for those who are suffering because of YOUR 
carbon emissions”.  

Lekeleni Beliard adds: “Last year we were so  
sad when all our effort of planting crops 
were washed away in the floods, leaving us  
with no food. You are the culprits of climate 
change. If you were in my shoes, you would 
change the way you live”.  

Small actions we can take: 
 

· Watch ‘Before the Flood’, a 
climate change documentary, 
to learn more [https://

www.youtube.com/watch?v=IEqBduQIx-
Q&t=2645s] 

· Reduce meat consumption, 
cut down on plastic packaging 
and recycle to reduce carbon 
emissions 

· Switch to a renewable energy 
supplier 

· Get involved in ‘The Big Shift’, 
a campaign to get banks to 
diversify from fossil fuels.  
[https://www.christianaid.org.uk/campaigns/
climate-change/the-big-shift] 


